Software Engineering Institute

MESSAGE FROM THE
DIRECTOR
The Software Engineering Institute
(SEI) is a federally funded research
and development center (FFRDC)
sponsored by the U.S. Department
of Defense and operated by
Carnegie Mellon University.
The SEI’s mission is to advance the
technologies and practices needed
to acquire, develop, operate,
and sustain software systems
that are innovative, affordable,
trustworthy, and enduring.
The 2016 SEI Year in Review
highlights the work of the Institute
undertaken during the fiscal year
spanning October 1, 2015, to
September 30, 2016.

Our military and civilian organizations increasingly

In other work related to autonomy, the SEI’s participation

look to software for ways to reach better decisions and

in the Robotic Operating System for military robots

assure their missions. This heavy reliance on software

(ROS-M) is helping to foster innovation and security in

continually creates new challenges for the men and

unmanned systems while reducing system development

women of the Carnegie Mellon University Software

time and costs. Our experts made key contributions to

Engineering Institute (SEI). In 2016, SEI technical staff

the ROS-M Cybersecurity and Software Process working

tackled a range of tough, emerging problems confronting

groups and worked specifically to support the U. S.

the Department of Defense (DoD), civilian government

Army Tank Automotive Research, Development, and

agencies, and industry. Among these are challenges

Engineering Center (TARDEC) on this effort.

related to increased software complexity, security

Automation can also provide the DoD a critical edge in

concerns arising from hyperconnectivity, the effective
adoption of autonomous systems, and the best ways
for humans and machines to interact. The SEI’s R&D
in these and other areas addresses immediate needs
facing the organizations we serve and helps the software
engineering and cybersecurity communities understand
challenges that lie just over the horizon.
One such challenge is establishing trust between
humans and autonomous systems. The Defense Science
Board’s study on autonomy, which I had the honor to
co-chair, published a report in 2016 that underscores
the importance of this trust. Human-robot partnerships

software development. To this end, the SEI is researching
the use of automated code repair to reduce software
vulnerabilities. Our researchers are working with the
DoD Software Assurance Community of Practice Working
Group and others to produce tools they hope will
reduce secure coding rule violations requiring manual
inspection by two orders of magnitude.
All SEI technical work demonstrates our ongoing
commitment to fulfilling our mission as a DoD research
and development center focused on software and
cybersecurity concerns.

can maintain the nation’s edge in mission settings, and
assuring trust is crucial to accelerate DoD adoption of
autonomous systems. SEI research on “Why Did the
Robot Do That?” aims to build trust by creating a means
for autonomous systems to explain their actions using

Paul D. Nielsen

natural language. When humans understand why

Director and CEO

autonomous systems behave as they do, their trust in
these systems grows.
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CREATE

APPLY

AMPLIFY

The SEI addresses significant and

The SEI applies and validates

The SEI works through the

pervasive software engineering

new and improved technologies

software engineering community

problems by

and solutions in real-world

and organizations dependent

• motivating research

government and commercial

on software to encourage

contexts. Application and

and support the widespread

validation are required to prove

adoption of new and improved

effectiveness, applicability, and

technologies and solutions

transition potential. Solutions

through

and technologies are refined and

• advocacy

• innovating new technologies
• creating prototypes and opensource software
• identifying and adding value
to emerging or underused

extended as an intrinsic part of

technologies

the application activities.

• improving and adapting
existing solutions

Government and commercial
organizations directly benefit
addition, the experience gained

• courses

and transition to the software

by the SEI informs

• leadership in professional

engineering community and to

• the “Create” activities

build, use, or evolve systems

and needed adjustments,

Transition

that are dependent on software.

technologies, and solutions

Leadership

The SEI partners with innovators
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SEI Staff

• books and publications
• certifications

about real-world problems

Organization

and dissemination

from these engagements. In

organizations that commission,
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• web-based communication

and researchers to implement
these activities.

• the “Amplify” activities about
needed transition artifacts and
strategies
The SEI works with early
adopters to implement the

organizations
• licenses for use and delivery
The SEI accelerates the
adoption and impact of software
engineering improvements.
The SEI engages directly with
the community and through its
partners to amplify its work.

“Apply” activities.
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GENERATING IMPACT
The mission of SEI technical work is to improve efforts in the
U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) and other organizations to
obtain the benefits from software while controlling cost and risk
associated with their software-enabled systems. Improvements
result from capabilities we deliver that provide confidence in the
behavior of large software-based systems.
Our approach to generating impact involves a strategic technical
framework and a customer engagement strategy.

STRATEGIC TECHNICAL FRAMEWORK

ENGAGEMENT STRATEGY
The SEI conducts applied research and development
with funding from the Office of the Secretary of Defense,
project work plans with the DoD and other federal
agencies, and collaborative research and development
agreements with non-federal organizations, including
industry.
To coordinate this portfolio of work in a way that

Legend

facilitates transition from the lab to the field, the SEI
relies on an engagement strategy. This strategy ensures

Primary SEI
Activity

that the SEI is aligned with the needs of the DoD, can

Supporting
SEI Activity

Stakeholder

innovate to solve DoD challenges, and establishes the
needed organizational relationships.

Our work delivers measurable impact through capabilities such
as tools and models for decision analytics, risk-reducing virtual
system integration, software cost management, and automating
infrastructure cybersecurity. Research and development activities
in seven core areas underpin the capabilities we deliver:
•

Autonomy and Counter-Autonomy. Develop and
apply methods and technologies for autonomous and
semi-autonomous systems, including the development
and understanding of evidence that indicates the
trustworthiness, dependencies, and vulnerabilities of
autonomous systems.

•

Mission
Needs

C4ISR Mission Assurance. Develop methods for C4ISR
systems to effectively adapt or predictably degrade while

End Users
(e.g., COCOM, CSA,
Acquisition Programs
Federal D/As)
Improved
Capability and
Capacity

SEI Governance
(e.g., ASD(R&E) and
CMU BOV)

Priorities and
Challenges
State of the Practice
Real-World Data
and Validation

Engagement
in Field
Experimentation
Prototyping
Mission
Application

Prototypes
Education
and Training

Priorities
Alignment
Applied Research
and Development

Collaboration
Transition

State of the Art
Basic Research

continuing to effectively achieve their missions.
•

Cybersecurity. Develop improved systems, repeatable
practices, and capable personnel to enable cyber missions.

•

Data Modeling and Analytics. Develop and apply
mathematically rigorous data collection, analysis,
and visualization techniques for system acquisition,
development, adaptation, feedback, and algorithms in
support of national defense missions.

•

Human-Machine Interactions. Invent, assess, and improve
comprehensible, safe, and trustworthy techniques and

Abbreviations

Further Maturation
Improved Capability

ASD(R&E) Assistant Secretary of
Defense for Research and
Engineering

S&T Community
Industry

Academia

CSA Combat Support Agency
COCOM Combatant Command
CMU BOV Carnegie Mellon
University Board of Visitors
D/As Departments and Agencies
S&T Science and Technology

technologies for humans to use and team with machines.
•

Software Engineering and Information Assurance.
Develop and apply practices and tools that enable the

Non-Federal

acquisition, development, and fielding of high-quality,

4%

secure software-based systems in a predictable and
affordable manner.
•

System Verification and Validation. Build and apply
practical, mathematically grounded, and evidence-based

In FY 2016, the SEI received funding from a variety of

methods and tools to increase confidence in the entire

sources in the Department of Defense, civil agencies,

systems engineering lifecycle and the quality of the

and industry.

resulting systems.
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FUNDING SOURCES
Other
Federal

42%

DoD

54%
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IN THE NEWS
Peter Feiler Named SEI Fellow
In 2016, the SEI honored principal

Hayes Testifies on Use of Agile Approaches in
Social Security Systems Modernization

research scientist Peter Feiler by
naming him an SEI Fellow. Feiler,

On July 14, 2016, the House

The SSA, despite recent updates

single stream of technical work.

whose career at the SEI spans 31

Subcommittee on Social

to its physical assets, such as

This new cadence offers more

years, became the eighth SEI Fellow,

Security convened a hearing

computers and data centers,

oversight opportunity, but with

a designation bestowed on staff

on the proposed Social Security

continues to struggle with

different measures of success.”

who have made an outstanding

Administration (SSA) information

applications created decades

contribution to the work of the SEI

technology modernization

ago in the COBOL programming

Hayes also noted that Agile relies

and to whom SEI leadership looks

plan, which incorporates

language. While Agile practices

for valuable advice on advancing the

Agile approaches.

can help the SSA develop new and

To lend insight on these issues,

more effective capabilities, it can

Institute’s mission.
“Peter joins a select group of SEI
legends who have contributed so
much, not only to SEI, but to the
nation and the global software
engineering community,” said SEI
Director and CEO Paul Nielsen.
Feiler is the technical lead and
author of the SAE AS-2C Architecture
Analysis & Design Language (AADL)
standard. AADL is a framework
that allows analysis of system (and
system of systems) designs prior
to development and supports an
architecture-centric, model-based
development approach throughout
the system lifecycle. AADL lowers
development and maintenance
costs while improving reliability and
safety. Feiler has lent his expertise
in this area to several Department of
Defense projects, including the Joint

“I appreciate the recognition for my
contributions as an SEI member,
in particular in the last 16 years
as technical lead of the SAE AADL
standard,” said Feiler. “This would
not have been possible without
contributions by the SAE AADL
committee members and by the SEI
team working with me.”
Before joining the SEI, Feiler led
research on software technology
at the Siemens Corporation, where
he also served as system architect
for the software development

the subcommittee called on the
SEI’s Agile in Government (AIG)

approach can be difficult to achieve
in a government setting. “It is not
yet clear how we will build the
capacity for government personnel

management practices.

to testify. Hayes is principal

In his testimony, Hayes reminded

developers,” said Hayes. The SSA

engineer on the AIG team. His

the subcommittee that the planning

workforce, he noted, is already

oral testimony reinforced points

and development cadence of Agile

being asked to accomplish more

expressed in written testimony

approaches “place a premium on

with limited resources.

prepared by Hayes, Suzanne Miller,

consistent use of short iterations

Eileen Wrubel, and Alyssa Le Sage.

with stable staffing dedicated to a

to interact more frequently with

SEI Security Services Team Earns Defense
Security Service Honor

environment in a large-scale product

through the National Industrial

development. Feiler holds a PhD in
computer science from Carnegie
Mellon University and is a senior
member and member of ACM, IEEE,
and SAE International.

Security Manager Jason Hawk, and

this honor to security services

Information Assurance Coordinator

teams who maintain the highest

Ryan Gindhart.

National Industrial Security Program
Requirements, and demonstrate
leadership in establishing best

High-Assurance Cyber Military

Security Specialist Angela Raible,

Security Program. DSS bestows

standards for security, exceed

Future Vertical Lift, and the DARPA

practices. DSS presented the

“The SEI is fortunate to have the
team of dedicated security and
information assurance professionals
that we do,” said Thompson. “They
consistently ensure that we as

On June 8, 2016, the Defense

award at the annual NCMS training

Security Service (DSS) honored the

seminar in Nashville, Tenn.

SEI Security Services team with

Representing the SEI were Chief of

the sensitive information entrusted

Staff John Bramer, Chief Information

to us by our sponsor. It was a

the James S. Cogswell Outstanding
Industrial Security Achievement
Award. SEI Security Services was
one of just 42 honorees chosen
from approximately 13,500 cleared
facilities, all of which undergo
6

government oversight and

collaborative interaction. This

team, represented by Will Hayes,

Multi-Role Technology Demonstrator,

Systems program.

also pose challenges to traditional

on uncovering user needs through

recurring assessment by DSS

an organization fulfill our role in
properly handling and protecting

Officer David Thompson, Facility

true pleasure to see their work

Security Officer Kara Branby,

recognized by the government.”

Industrial Security Specialist

To learn more about the James S.

Bryan Stake, Industrial Security
Administrator Allison Zust, Industrial

Cogswell Award, visit www.dss.mil/
isp/partnership.html.
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CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER (ACTING)
JEFFREY BOLENG

Assuring the Software That Enables Autonomy
In 2014, the U.S. Department of

ensure faster and more accurate

The 2016 Defense Science Board

Defense (DoD) unveiled its Third

decision making, automate cyber

study on autonomy, co-chaired by

Offset Strategy. Twice before,

defense, and process massive

SEI Director and CEO Paul Nielsen,

the military has pursued offset

amounts of sensor data on a scale

strategies: in the 1950s with nuclear

humans cannot approach.

deterrence and in the 1970s–1980s

The essence of autonomous

with advanced intelligence,
surveillance, and reconnaissance
(ISR) platforms, stealth technology,
and other thrusts. The goal has
been to use technology to offset
adversaries’ numerical advantages.

distributed, adaptive, real-

portfolio, the SEI benefits from

spans FY16 and FY17 explores

time (DART) systems (such as

its collaborations with CMU.

trust in robot behavior. We are

autonomous multi-UAS missions)

We conduct robotic research,

draws attention to the need to

developing algorithms that

is producing validated techniques

for example, at the National

address human and societal trust

enable robots to explain their

to assure systems that may be

Robotics Engineering Center. Our

in autonomous systems in order

actions in plain language that

composed of components with

researchers also collaborate with

to accelerate DoD adoption of

humans can understand and that

unknown provenance.

world-leading CMU faculty in areas

software. Autonomy has entered

autonomous capabilities.

can predict behavior.

our consciousness because of

At the SEI, we established autonomy

machines such as unmanned

and counter-autonomy as one of our

aerial systems (UAS) and driverless

technical work areas with the aim

systems or automation is

• Explainability: SEI research that

• Continuous runtime verification:

such as biometrics and human–

Many autonomous systems rely

machine interaction.

New research in FY17 will lead

on components that use machine

By virtue of its institutional

toward the creation of a novel

learning to achieve mission success

knowledge about software and

• Repetition and training:

cars. Software enables the machine

of building and understanding the

set of battlefield capabilities that

and cannot be fully verified prior

cybersecurity, the SEI is in a prime

The Third Offset targets system

to understand its environment and

evidence that autonomous systems

integrate cyber effects with tactical

to deployment. We are addressing

position to contribute to solving

autonomy and other technologies.

react accordingly, sensing when

are trustworthy and operating to

operations for the front-line soldier.

continuous runtime assurance

trust issues in autonomy that have

Autonomy involves systems taking

it is operating beyond its design

their intended behaviors. We are

challenges in new research.

been identified as a critical obstacle

action on behalf of humans. The

specifications and modifying its

pursuing four concerns:

DoD goal is to use autonomy to

behaviors based on what it learns

keep humans out of harm’s way,

about its operating environment.

• Building trustworthy systems
from untrustworthy components:

In executing our autonomy and

Our ongoing work in verifying

counter-autonomy research

to the adoption of autonomous
capabilities by the DoD.

Photo: CMU NREC

At the SEI, we established Autonomy
and Counter-Autonomy as one of our
technical work areas with the aim
of building and understanding the
evidence that autonomous systems
are trustworthy.
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Collaborations with
Carnegie Mellon University
Drive Several Key Projects
The SEI has a history of driving

Robot Do That” on page 12.)

results by collaborating with

Rosenthal collaborated on the

government, industry, and academia.

natural language component of this

As a federally funded research

project with Siddhartha Srinivasa

and development center located

of CMU’s Robotics Institute and

at Carnegie Mellon University

Manuela Veloso of CMU’s Machine

(CMU), the SEI has ready access to

Learning Department. The three

collaborative opportunities with

are investigating how robots can

leading researchers in fields essential

communicate in plain English

to our work and that help advance

about the actions they take and the

the state of the art in software

decisions they make.

engineering and cybersecurity.

Another SEI team is researching

In 2016, the SEI worked with experts

solutions for verifying safety- and

from CMU on a number of projects

mission-critical systems (see page

highlighted in the Year in Review.

18). This work, undertaken by the

For instance, Will Klieber and other

SEI’s Sagar Chaki, Scott Hissam,

SEI staff working to advance the

and Dionisio De Niz, centers on

field of automated code repair (see

two projects: Verifying Distributed,

page 36) collaborated with CMU

Adaptive, Real-Time (DART) Systems

professor Claire Le Goues, a leading

and Auto-Verification of Software

researcher in the use of genetic

with Timers and Clocks (STAC). The

programming for automated code

work aims to head off problems in

repair. In their approach, genetic

complex Department of Defense

programming uses computational

(DoD) systems, such as missile

analogs of biological mutation and

defense, or safety features, such as

crossover to generate new program

automatic braking in automobiles.

variants and to search for a variant

The SEI team is working with CMU’s

that produces the desired result

National Robotics Engineering

for all test cases. The SEI team

Center, which is applying the SEI’s

also worked with CMU’s Christian

techniques in Husky, an all-terrain

Kästner, who has pioneered

robotic development platform.

work on symbolically analyzing

These collaborative projects

code under all possible build
configurations. The goal of this
collaborative effort is to develop
repairs that work for all possible
build configurations.
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represent just a few of the ways in
which the SEI engages in mutually
beneficial collaborations with
colleagues on the CMU campus.
By teaming with experts at CMU, a

SEI researcher Stephanie Rosenthal

global research university annually

is working on ways to develop

rated among the best for its

trust in robots and to understand,

programs in computer science and

through straightforward verbal

engineering, the SEI advances the

communication, why a robot

state of the art and tackles some of

behaved the way it did in certain

the toughest challenges facing the

situations. (See “Why Did the

DoD and industry.
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RESEARCHER
STEPHANIE ROSENTHAL

Why Did the Robot Do That?
A first responder is looking for

Rosenthal wants to build this trust

is putting Rosenthal’s technology

humans feel the need to constantly

crowd sourcing. She created tasks

demonstration of the robot behavior

for crowd members to perform,

help instead of an explanation?

disaster survivors with a search-

through verbal communication,

into action. It’s being deployed

supervise robots? Will they perform

and-rescue robot. Suddenly, the

or natural language. “A robot

on robotic boats developed by

a dangerous task themselves

collected their explanations, and

Rosenthal is working on algorithms

extracted the vocabulary and

to tailor explanations to each user’s

robot swerves. Why did the robot

needs to explain what it’s doing

Peschel’s company, Senformatics.

instead of letting a robot do it? This

do that? Did it spot a victim? Avoid

in a way that’s easy for people

The pilot will study whether the

lack of trust undermines the very

language patterns used most often.

preferences. Everyone should get

To find out which words and phrases

exactly the information needed to

danger? Malfunction?

to understand,” she said. With

boat’s explanations affect user

idea of human–robot partnerships.

“It’s not always clear why a robot

Siddhartha Srinivasa of Carnegie

trust among water rescuers,
environmental monitors, and

were easiest to understand, each

understand what the robot did.

Mellon University’s (CMU) Robotics

Rosenthal chose natural language

Institute and Manuela Veloso

other users.

because it expresses more

crowd member read a sentence

Rosenthal’s plans for future

information than flashing lights

and described how a robot would

research include creating

Trust isn’t just an academic issue.

and other non-verbal signals.

act. The most accurate words and

explanations and demonstrations

Autonomous robots deliver

However, natural language also

phrases became the building blocks

that help people to predict a robot’s

medications in hospitals and

makes communication more

of new explanations. The result?

future behavior.

move goods in warehouses, and

complicated. Poor language choices

Clear, understandable explanations

self-driving cars are taking to

cause misunderstandings even

of the robot’s activities.

For more about this work,

the streets. As robots grow more

among humans, let alone humans

sophisticated, they’ll interact more

and machines. To identify key

Rosenthal is also investigating what

blog/2016/12/why-did-the-robot-do-

kinds of explanations people prefer

that.html.

acts the way it does,” said Stephanie
Rosenthal of the SEI’s Emerging
Technology Center. Autonomous
robots sense their environment
and use this information to decide
what actions to take. Bystanders
can only guess how these robots
make decisions by observing

of CMU’s Machine Learning
Department, she’s investigating
how robots can communicate in
plain English about the actions they
take and the decisions they make.
This helps the robot’s users to

their behavior. “If humans don’t

understand its behavior.

understand a robot’s reasoning, how

A pilot project with Joshua

closely with people, who will need

words and phrases that describe a

can they trust it to do its job?”

Peschel of Iowa State University

to know if they work properly. Will

robot’s actions, Rosenthal turned to

visit insights.sei.cmu.edu/sei_

to hear. Are detailed explanations
always necessary? Could a physical

If humans don’t understand a robot’s
reasoning, how can they trust it to do
its job?”
— STEPHANIE ROSENTHAL, SEI EMERGING TECHNOLOGY CENTER

Photo: U.S. Army
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RESEARCHERS
SARAH SHEARD, MIKE KONRAD,
WILLIAM NICHOLS, CHARLES B. WEINSTOCK

SEI Determines the Effects of System
Complexity on Aircraft Safety for the FAA

RESEARCHER
ART MANION

CERT Division Works with DoD and DC3
to Shape Vulnerability Disclosure Policy
For years, when security

domain,” said former Secretary

researchers in the field discovered

of Defense Ash Carter in a DoD

a vulnerability in an organization’s

press release. In the press release,

software or systems, they could

Carter noted the DoD’s interest in

safely report their findings under

encouraging the legitimate work

the organization’s vulnerability
reporting policy. This was not
the case, however, when it came

pathway to bolster the department’s

to government and Department

cybersecurity and ultimately the

of Defense (DoD) systems. Why?

nation’s security,” he said.

Because in the absence of clear

In creating this new policy, the

vulnerability reporting and
disclosure policies, researchers
feared legal consequences. In
such an environment, organizations
might find out about a vulnerability
only after it has been publicly
disclosed or used in
attacks. Sometimes the organization
never learns of the vulnerability, and
In the realm of aerospace, software

The SEI research team, led by

error can be catastrophic. The SEI

Sarah Sheard, included Mike

the case for aircraft and parts

has been working on the challenge

Konrad, William Nichols, and

manufacturers to address

of software complexity in aerospace

Charles B. Weinstock. The team

complexity by using safety

systems to understand and prevent

investigated how complexity

assurance cases,” said Sheard.

such catastrophes. Our long

manifests in software-reliant

history of work with the System

systems of the avionics domain,

understand the reasons for creating

Architecture Virtual Integration

how to measure that complexity

and maintaining safety cases, and it

Program (SAVI) represents one

early in the development lifecycle

will help manufacturers estimate the

thread of our research in this area.

with virtual models, and how to

effort required to demonstrate safety.”

A number of aerospace stakeholders

tell when too much complexity

The FAA invited the SEI team to

“It will also help manufacturers

participate in SAVI, including the

might lead to safety problems.

Federal Aviation Administration

This work culminated in a formula

members of the aircraft industry

(FAA), whose goal is to lower

for calculating how many ways

at the 2016 FAA Streamlining

development costs of complex

a failure can propagate from one

Assurance Processes Workshop.

aerospace systems. In 2014, because

system component to another.

of the SEI’s history of collaboration

This information can be used as

To learn more about this research

in SAVI, the FAA awarded the SEI

a basis for estimating the size of

a two-year project to research the

a safety argument.

effect of complexity on aircraft safety.
14

“This result will strengthen

present its results to the FAA and

effort, see the FAA project’s series
of papers in our digital library:
resources.sei.cmu.edu/library/
asset-view.cfm?assetID=483758.

of computer security researchers.
“This policy gives them a legal

you can’t defend against something
you don’t know about.
In 2016, however, the DoD began
to put in place policies to foster
a closer relationship with the
security research community.
In particular, the DoD announced
a vulnerability disclosure policy
to provide clear guidelines
to researchers conducting
vulnerability research on DoD
web properties. The aim is to
foster good-faith research that
can inform DoD security efforts
that help ensure the DoD
accomplishes its mission in
defense of the United States.
“The Vulnerability Disclosure

DoD worked with the DoD Cyber
Crime Center (DC3) and the SEI’s
CERT Division. Both the DoD and
DC3 drew upon CERT’s nearly 30
years of coordinated vulnerability
disclosure experience to help shape
the policy. CERT experts provided
advice on policy and helped create
processes that are flexible enough
to handle the many exceptions
that arise during coordinated
vulnerability disclosure.
“The DoD program sets an example
for other organizations,” said Art
Manion, technical manager of
the CERT Vulnerability Analysis
team. “All software, systems, and
sites have vulnerabilities. Mature
organizations recognize this and
focus on coordinated disclosure
policy and practices, which is
exactly what the DoD is doing with
this new policy.”
To review the DoD Vulnerability
Disclosure Policy, visit
hackerone.com/deptofdefense.

Policy is a ‘see something, say
something’ policy for the digital
15

RESEARCHERS
TIMOTHY CHICK,
CHRIS INACIO,
ANGELA MOSQUEDA,
KEN NIDIFFER,
TOM SCANLON

SEI Plays Key Role in JFAC Stand Up

To truly protect DoD systems, the
security focus needs to shift from a
perimeter-defense-focused approach to
an engineered-in approach.”
— TIMOTHY CHICK, SEI CERT DIVISION

Photo: U.S. Navy

In 2015, the Department of

services. JFAC also provides

support JFAC’s mission. The SEI’s

“To truly protect DoD systems, the

connecting programs throughout the

Defense (DoD) launched the Joint

information about emerging threats

primary focus was on standing up

awareness by providing training

security focus needs to shift from a

DoD with expert resources.

Federated Assurance Center (JFAC), a

and capabilities, software and

the JFAC Coordination Center (JFAC-

and software assurance tool

perimeter-defense-focused approach

federation of DoD organizations that

hardware assessment tools and

CC) to establish initial operating

demonstrations to the DoD

to an engineered-in approach. A

The SEI also supported the launch

promotes and enables software and

services, and best practices.

capability. Contributing to this

community

key part of that for JFAC is shifting

hardware assurance within defense

Drawing on the SEI’s long

effort were the SEI’s Tim Chick,

acquisition programs, systems,
and supporting activities. JFAC
member organizations and their
technical service providers interact
with program offices and others
to provide software and hardware
assurance expertise and support,
including vulnerability assessment,
detection, analysis, and remediation
16

experience in the field of software
assurance, its expertise in
establishing computer security

Chris Inacio, Angela Mosqueda, Ken
Nidiffer, and Tom Scanlon. Among
the tasks the SEI team was charged

incident response teams, and other

with were the following:

fields related to JFAC’s mission,

• administering the JFAC-CC, a

the Deputy Assistant Secretary of

support operation that evaluates

Defense for System Engineering

and analyzes user issues and

(DASD[SE]) engaged the SEI to

coordinates resolution

• increasing software assurance

• conducting a comprehensive
analysis of COTS software
assurance tools—and their
licenses—used by JFAC
• contributing to a gap analysis of
software assurance technology
and a user experience report on
JFAC tools

software assurance from a step
in a development process to an
integrated part of the process from
end to end,” said Chick. He also
noted that the JFAC initiatives have
made great strides toward improving
the security of DoD applications
by increasing the awareness of
the tools and techniques used to
achieve software assurance and by

of the JFAC enterprise softwarelicensing pilot, which put software
assurance tools in the hands of
over 60 different DoD groups. The
pilot provided immediate impact:
millions of lines of code were
scanned and thousands of potential
security issues were detected
and addressed. “I expect the longterm impact of the various JFAC
initiatives to have an even greater
impact going forward,” said Chick.
17
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New Solutions for Verifying Safety- and
Mission-Critical Systems
An incident report for the MIM-104

milliseconds. No amount of testing

of the system from the mission-

Patriot system noted a system clock

can include all possible forms of this

critical ones. Then they used

that was off by only 0.3 seconds

interaction with the environment.

automated analyses that allow DART

prevented the system from detecting

Verification has broader coverage for

systems to self-adapt in changing

an incoming missile. Carmaker

potential errors and can be applied

environments.

Acura issued a recall to repair

earlier in the development lifecycle.

automated safety systems that

Consequently, it can reduce cost by

For STAC, the team investigated

incorrectly braked for a non-existent

revealing errors earlier.

obstacle when traveling next to a

The SEI has researched verification

system clocks and uses their

problems for more than 20 years and

values to set timers and perform

made noted advances in software

computations. An important

model checking and static analysis.

contribution of this research is its

In two recent projects—Verifying

model of time in network behavior.

Distributed, Adaptive, Real-Time

The approach includes verifying

(DART) Systems and Auto-Active

STAC systems at the source

Verification of Software with Timers

code level, thereby reducing the

and Clocks (STAC)—team lead Sagar

differences between the verified

Chaki and team members de Niz

system and the executed system.

and Hissam continue this work to

“The goals of these two projects are

guard rail. Software errors such as
these demonstrate the challenges
that the Department of Defense
(DoD) shares with industry when
developing complex systems.
Verification of these systems is
especially problematic when they
have safety-critical, autonomous,
distributed, adaptive, and real-time
components. The systems must meet
the challenge of dual verification:
logical correctness of instructions
and execution at the right time.

To help ensure that the research is
targeted to DoD-relevant problems,

Traditional verification techniques

Chaki’s team works with Stanley Bak

are inadequate for the scale and

of the Air Force Research Laboratory

complexity of today’s software-reliant

at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base.

systems. Needed capabilities take too

And the Carnegie Mellon University

long to field, largely because testing is

National Robotics Engineering Center

a lengthy process. The SEI’s Dionisio

is applying the SEI team’s techniques

de Niz noted, “With testing, you find

in the Husky system, an all-terrain

only the kinds of errors that you test

robotic development platform.

for.” His team member Scott Hissam

For DART, the SEI team developed a

added, “When cyber-physical systems
interact with the environment, there
are infinite possibilities. You can’t test
for them all.”
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improve verification techniques.

method to produce high-assurance
software for cyber-physical systems
composed of multiple agents, such as
a team of robots that communicate,

formal verification of safety
properties in software that accesses

Photo: U.S. Air Force

tightly connected,” Chaki explains;
“together, they address logical
verification and timing verification,
so that software does the right thing
at the right time.”
Both projects also use automation
to scale verification methods to
complex, distributed, real-time
systems. These new techniques
for verification build on the SEI’s
substantial body of work to improve

When cyber-physical systems interact
with the environment, there are infinite
possibilities. You can’t test for them all.”

verification methods and reduce
the cost of assurance.
For more about STAC, visit

— SCOTT HISSAM, SEI SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS DIVISION

insights.sei.cmu.edu/sei_blog/2016/
12/verifying-software-with-timers-

For example, sensing and actuation

coordinate, and adapt to uncertain

must occur in sync with events in

environments to achieve safety-

the environment. The time between

critical and mission-critical goals.

For more about DART, visit

sensing a car crash and inflating

They created an architecture that

insights.sei.cmu.edu/sei_blog/2016/

the airbag should not exceed 20

isolates the safety-critical parts

10/verifying-distributed-adaptive-

and-clocks-stacs.html.

real-time-systems.html.
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Using Machine Learning to Improve
Static Analysis of Source Code
Software engineers sometimes

classifier integrated with an alert

addressing in FY17), it has been

use multiple static analysis tools

auditing framework that efficiently

shown to decrease the amount

to detect code flaws because

uses analyst effort and facilitates

of data engineers must manually

different tools generally find

removal of code flaws. The FY16

examine. It also more accurately

different sets of code flaws.

goal was to create accurate alert

identifies legitimate errors. This

The challenge is choosing tools

classifiers for the data sets.

new machine learning approach

that strike a balance between

Three Department of Defense

will help engineers focus their

selectivity (a fraction of flagged
problems [alerts] that are true
code flaws) and sensitivity (finding
code flaws). Most engineers
select tools with high sensitivity
for many types of potential
Photo: U.S. Air Force

code flaws, which produce long
lists of potential coding errors,
including many false positives.
What’s more, when engineers
use multiple static analysis tools,
they find more flaws, which
only compounds the problem
of generating too many alerts to
analyze.
CERT Secure Coding team

Our scientific approach is novel
because of its use of multiple static
analysis tools, the large variety of
features used to develop classifiers, and
the competing classification techniques.”

researchers developed a novel
technique to address this
problem that introduces machine
learning to static analysis. The
solution uses alert archives from
multiple static analysis tools and
produces sets of classifiers that
accurately predict whether a static
analysis alert is true or false. The
classifiers are built using audit

— LORI FLYNN, SEI CERT DIVISION

archives containing output alerts
from multiple tools and other
metadata for each codebase,
along with analyst determinations
(e.g., true or false positives) for
alerts. The eventual goal is a fully
automated and accurate statistical
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(DoD) collaborators participated
in this research project. They used
the enhanced-SCALe auditing
framework tool developed as part
of this project to audit their own

effort on fixing legitimate errors
when integrated with an auditing
system that uses the classifiers to
order the alerts. One of the SEI’s
DoD collaborators plans to do this

code. Enhanced-SCALe is based

integration in FY17.

on the CERT SCALe system and

CERT researcher Lori Flynn

includes added data collection, an

explained, “Our scientific approach

archive sanitizer, offline installs,

is novel because of its use of

and a virtual machine.

multiple static analysis tools,

One significant finding of this

the large variety of features

project is that using the tool name
as a classifier feature increased
classifier accuracy. In other words,
data from running multiple
static analysis tools on the same
codebases was helpful. The team
used data from years of CERT code
audits and the DoD collaborators.
Many classifier variants were
developed (all but one filtering
total data to use a subset for
the classifier). We created each
classifer using a randomly
selected 70 percent of that data

used to develop classifiers, and
the competing classification
techniques we compare (Random
Forest, Lasso Logistic Regression,
CART, and XGBoost).” Flynn
added that her team’s goal is to
automatically classify 90 percent
of flagged anomalies as true and
false positives with 95 percent
accuracy. If successful, the new
method and subsequent software
tools will significantly reduce the
effort needed to inspect static
analysis results and prioritize

set, then tested them on the

confirmed defects for repair.

remaining 30 percent of the data

For more information about the

set. Classifier accuracies ranged

SEI’s research on using machine

from 88 percent to 91 percent

learning to improve static source

using the largest data set.

code analysis, visit http://resources.

Though the method needs to

sei.cmu.edu/library/asset-view.

address a wider range of possible

cfm?assetid=474252.

code flaws (which the team is
21
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GEOFF DOBSON

Air National Guard and Air Force
Reserve Units Develop and Test New Skills in
Cyber Lightning Challenge
In June 2016, the SEI hosted “Cyber

maintaining computer systems does

intrusion detection systems. SEI

On the third day, all three teams

“This is a great effort for the

date. Even though this training

Lightning,” a three-day joint training

not provide the opportunities to

staff also provided the participants

engaged in a competition in

squadron,” said Maj. Kelly Quigley,

doesn’t make them experts, they

exercise involving Air National

gain hands-on cybersecurity skills

a threat brief. The second day was

which they applied the skills and

commander of the 910th Airlift

now have a true understanding

Guard and Air Force Reserve units

in protecting the organizational

devoted to mission planning for the

techniques they learned on Day

Wing communications squadron.

of the importance in remaining

from western Pennsylvania and

networks. The Cyber Lightning

competition phase of the exercise,

1 and the clues obtained during

“This is an opportunity for our men

vigilant in protecting Air Force

eastern Ohio. Participating in the

exercise provided these men and

and participants used what they

pre-planning and the network scan

and women to learn about how

systems.”

exercise were members of the

women a chance to learn and

learned on the first day to scan

conducted on Day 2. Their objective

cyber teams do their business and

911th Airlift Wing, operating out

test new cybersecurity skills in

their networks and perform a

was to find malicious traffic and

learn new skills.”

The success of Cyber Lightning

of the Pittsburgh International

an environment that mimics real

vulnerability analysis.

activity on their networks.

Airport Air Reserve Station; the

Department of Defense networks,

Lt. Col. Joseph Sullivan of the 171st

events. “We hope there are future

171st Air Refueling Wing, operating

and it aligns with the desire of

“The teams found the vulnerability

“The teams did a good job

Communications Flight of the

opportunities to conduct this type

out of the Pittsburgh International

senior leaders in the Air Force

analysis portion challenging,”

identifying authentic malware

Pennsylvania Air National Guard

of exercise again with other services

Airport; and the 910th Airlift Wing,

Reserve and Air National Guard to

said Beveridge. He noted that this

that has been developed and

also found value in Cyber Lightning.

and other units,” said Beveridge.

operating out of the Youngstown-

help develop the cyber cadre.”

part of the exercise introduced

used by attackers to infiltrate and

“The training received was relevant

steal secrets from large corporate

to our daily mission,” noted

For more on the SEI’s efforts in

Warren Air Reserve Station in Ohio.

concepts such as identifying

On the first day of Cyber Lightning,

key cyber terrain, performing a

networks over the past few

Sullivan. “The additional training

“All the participants work in

SEI staff trained participants on

qualitative risk assessment of those

years,” said Jonathan Frederick,

and exercises on intrusions and

traditional base communication

techniques such as log analysis,

critical systems, and prioritizing

cybersecurity exercise developer

malware detection provided our

squadrons,” said the SEI’s Robert

firewall management, vulnerability

the vulnerabilities to mitigate in a

and trainer at the SEI.

base communications personnel

Beveridge. “Their workload in

scanning, traffic analysis, and

limited time frame.

could pave the way for similar

cyber workforce development, visit
www.cert.org/cyber-workforcedevelopment.

training they haven’t received to

This is an opportunity for our men and
women to learn about how cyber teams
do their business and learn new skills.”
— MAJ. KELLY QUIGLEY,
COMMANDER OF THE 910TH AIRLIFT WING COMMUNICATIONS SQUADRON
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ANITA CARLETON, FORREST SHULL, DAVE ZUBROW

SEI Analysis Spurs SMARTer Air Force
Data System
To help Air Force acquisitions

the SMART data more effectively to

specialists make better decisions,
the Air Force developed the System
Metric and Reporting Tool (SMART).
SMART is a key component of the
Air Force’s Acquisition Workbench,
which is moving to an app store
approach. The data in SMART
is typically collected monthly
and used to generate reports
across multiple weapon system
capability portfolios. After years
of experience with the tool, the
Air Force Life Cycle Management
Center (AFLCMC) believed it could
get more out of its investment using

In support of the overall Secretary of

In support of these goals, the SEI

observe trends and correlations.

the Air Force (Acquisition) (SAF/AQ)

conducted an analysis of the data

toward healthy assessments. More

potential of longitudinal analyses

To help meet the challenge of
getting more out of SMART to better
manage this vast enterprise, Tim
Rudolph, chief technical officer for
the AFLCMC, turned to experts on
the SEI’s Measurement and Analysis
team. The SEI team included
Anita Carleton, deputy director,
SEI Software Solutions Division;
Forrest Shull, assistant director,
Office of Empirical Research; and
Dave Zubrow, associate director of
empirical research, SEI Software
Solutions Division.

functional mission, Rudolph engaged

reported to the SMART system by

objective data, more consistent

and visualizations to discover

the SEI team to determine whether

program managers and program

data, and more finely grained

patterns in program performance

SMART data could identify programs

executive offices. The team focused

data were needed to achieve its

and health. We also noted the

program management goals.”

benefiting from corrective action

on data from Major Defense

earlier in the acquisition lifecycle. By

Acquisition Programs (MDAP) and

catching and fixing problems earlier,

Major Automated Information

the Air Force could ensure better

Systems (MAIS) from the top two

results at lower cost. The Air Force

acquisition categories (ACAT).

also wanted to use SMART data to
enable ongoing analysis, improve the
understanding of program health,
and better predict the future health
of its programs.

“We applied data mining
techniques to study leading
indicators in acquisition data in
the SMART system,” said Shull.
“One key finding was that there

was a bias in data reporting

“The depth and breadth of the
SEI’s knowledge is critical to
leveraging information innovatively
for the Air Force,” said Rudolph.
AFLCMC is pursuing the SEI’s
recommendations at SAF/AQ.
“Beyond the specifics of our analysis, I
think our work helped communicate

said Zubrow. “One is the untapped

importance of better guidance
and training as well as automated
data quality checks to improve
SMART data quality to
make it a more useful tool for
program management.”
For more about SMART, visit
acc.dau.mil/CommunityBrowser.
aspx?id=631173.

some broader messages about data,”

The depth and breadth of
the SEI’s knowledge is critical
to the Air Force programs
and innovation in general.”
—TIM RUDOLPH, CHIEF TECHNICAL OFFICER,
AFLCMC

Photo: U.S. Air Force
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Converting a Major U.S. Navy System
from 32- to 64-Bit Architecture
A centralized, automated, command-

And, aware of the SEI’s reputation

opposed to manually reviewing just

and-control (C2) and weapons control

as an unbiased, independent

a fraction of the total codebase and

system deployed by the U.S. Navy has

expert in software engineering,

then extrapolating those figures

played a key role in the United States’

the Navy also asked the SEI for

for the full project,” Marchetti

ability to project naval power around

a second opinion regarding the

explained.
The SEI’s review—using automated

the globe since the 1980s. This key

scope, costs, portability, and risks

Navy asset was designed as a total

associated with the migration of

weapon system, from detection to kill.

such an important system from one

An official Navy description notes,

architecture to another.

“The computer-based command and
decision element is the core of the
combat system. This interface makes
the system capable of simultaneous
operations against multi-mission
threats: anti-air, anti-surface and antisubmarine warfare.”

“The resulting engagement was

tools and the latest static analysis
techniques—looked at a substantial
portion of the Navy weapons
system’s code. By so doing, the

good for the Navy and good for the

SEI team demonstrated that static

SEI,” said Dan Plakosh, a senior

analysis tools are essential for

engineer at the SEI who worked

accurately identifying 32- to 64-bit

on the project with Marchetti. “We

conversion risk areas, particularly

were able to help them, while at

in very large codebases. “The SEI

the same time demonstrating that

approach was faster and much

But in the spring of 2015, the

recent advances in code analysis

more accurate in finding conversion

Navy faced a difficult task: it

are applicable in large projects.”

risks, reducing the overall risk and

Through the SEI’s analysis, the Navy

cost for the program,” Plakosh said.

gained a clearer picture of the 64-

The engagement also uncovered

bit migration, including the amount

research opportunities in static

of effort it would likely take, how it

analysis tools that are funded in the

could be undertaken incrementally,

SEI’s FY17 research portfolio, and

and the technology trends driving

it spurred the Navy to request the

the required completion time

SEI to propose a 64-bit migration

needed to update this weapons
system by converting its basic
software architecture from a 32-bit
foundation to a 64-bit foundation.
“It was a major undertaking, one that
could potentially affect millions of
lines of computer code,” noted Jay
Marchetti, a senior member of the

frame. “We were able to deploy

prototype effort for one of the

tools across a much wider swath

weapon system’s elements to

The Navy asked its contractor for

of the code than prior analyses,

develop and document the tools

the system to assess the risks

providing higher confidence in

and processes utilized.

and schedule for the conversion.

the migration effort estimates as

SEI’s technical staff.

It was a major undertaking, one
that could potentially affect millions
of lines of computer code.”
— JAY MARCHETTI, SEI SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS DIVISION

Photo: U.S. Navy
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SEI Lays the Groundwork for Open-Source
Operation of Military Robots
Creating an environment for

promotes code sharing and reuse,

developing unmanned systems

especially for components whose

assumed that, while system

that spurs innovation and reduces

distribution is restricted due to

components would be ready for

development time: That’s the goal

national security or export control

ROS integration, they would not

of the ROS-M project, an add-on to

concerns. This will reduce risks

contain many commercial off-

the open-source Robotic Operating

associated with testing, lower

the-shelf components. Integrating

System (ROS) that’s designed to meet

development costs, and foster

these components could involve

the unique needs of military robots.

cooperation between researchers

significant effort.

In 2016, SEI researchers provided key

and developers.

input to the technical scope of ROS-M.

Another assumption was that

The SEI’s work on ROS-M is part of

technologies would be transferred

its support for the U.S. Army Tank

from original incubators all the

“The SEI made significant

Photo: U.S. Army

contributions to the ROS-M

Automotive Research, Development

way through deployment in the

Cybersecurity and Software Process

and Engineering Center (TARDEC),

hands of warfighters in theater.

working groups,” said Jonathan Chu

which researches and develops

ROS-M modules would have a

of the SEI’s Emerging Technology

advanced technologies for ground

correspondingly broad range of

Center (ETC). “Our job was to fill

systems.

maturity levels, from very immature

strategic gaps in the working

SEI participants in the

technologies to those with formal

groups in which we had the most
involvement.” Other SEI participants
in these working groups included
Andrew Mellinger (ETC), Dan
Klinedinst (CERT Division), and Neil
Ernst (Software Solutions Division).

The enhancements in ROS-M will
help the military to develop secure,
reliable robots that can carry out
a wide variety of missions, from
transporting goods in self-driving
convoy trucks to disposing of
explosives.

Cybersecurity working group
found that requirements for
Department of Defense (DoD)
systems do not always provide
guidance for implementing
prescribed controls for unmanned

evaluation by the U.S. Army Test
and Evaluation Command. To raise
the baseline of ROS-M capabilities
and improve compliance with DoD
requirements, they recommended
articulating this spectrum of
technological maturity. Inclusivity

ROS-M builds software and

ground vehicles and mobile

hardware simulation tools,

systems. Many of these

cyber assurance checking, a

requirements are verified by

code repository, and a training

the organization responsible

environment for warfighters into

for the systems, and it is not

impact.

the commercial version of ROS

clear who owns them. To help

For more on ROS-M and TARDEC,

2.0. These enhancements will

unmanned systems that use

visit dtic.mil/ndia/2016GRCCE/

help the military to develop

ROS-M to achieve their cyber

Saowski.pdf.

secure, reliable robots that

maturity goals, they strongly

can carry out a wide variety of

recommended identifying which

missions, from transporting goods

organizations own requirements

in self-driving convoy trucks to

and drive their enforcement.

disposing of explosives.
“We want to build upon the success

28

of systems to the DoD. They

in the ROS-M requirements needs
to be balanced with stringency;
otherwise, they will lose their

SEI participants in the Software
Process working group were

of ROS in academia, industry, and

particularly concerned with

events like the DARPA Robotics

sustaining system adoptability

Challenge,” said Chu. ROS-M

and facilitating the transition
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Setting the Standard for Big Learning Evaluation
In 2016, the SEI launched the Big

development of scalable machine

The first step for the Big Learning

cluster: lots of compute nodes

approximately 124 million photos
or 12 million minutes of video.

how many resources they use—can

The cluster is currently being used

enable government organizations

Learning Benchmarks project,

learning platforms, there is

Benchmarks project was to design,

including GPU capability, large

a big data project that seeks

little consistency on how these

acquire, and configure a capable

amounts of memory, high network

to establish the standard for

platforms are evaluated. Data sets,

compute cluster for researching big

bandwidth, and massive amounts

evaluating large-scale machine

applications, and metrics are often

learning. To get the cluster up and

of storage,” said McMillan. The

learning (“big learning”) platforms.

chosen on a case-by-case basis,

running, the SEI’s Scott McMillan

cluster delivers more than 400 TB

These platforms are crucial to a

so it is difficult to standardize or

and his project team collaborated

of storage and 42 compute nodes,

variety of government tasks that

replicate results. So, every time

with Garth Gibson and Eric Xing of

each with a 16-core processor,

employ huge data sets.

the government needs to evaluate

Carnegie Mellon University’s (CMU)

its own graphics processing unit

As big data grows ever bigger and

one of these platforms, it must

Parallel Data Lab (PDL). The cluster

(GPU), and 64 GB of RAM—and

start from scratch. By developing

went online on July 31, 2016.

a 40 GB Ethernet connection

Housed in the Data Center

between the nodes themselves

collection speeds become faster,
large-scale machine learning
is necessary for analyzing and
deriving meaningful information
from that data. However, in spite
of a great deal of research and

big learning benchmarks, the
SEI intends to bring a standard
approach to how the performance
of big learning platforms is
measured and reported.

Observatory on the CMU campus,
the distributed cluster has massive
storage and computing power. “We
had four things on our list for this

and between the compute nodes
and the storage. To put these
numbers in perspective, consider
that 400 TB of storage could hold

by SEI researchers and Carnegie
Mellon’s Big Learning Group faculty

these—whether for speed or for

to get meaningful information from
their data in a timely and cost-

members and graduate students to

effective way.”

perform research into large-scale

Next steps for the project are to

machine learning algorithms like

use the cluster to run multiple

deep neural nets for image and

machine learning applications

video classification, capabilities

on public or artificial data sets,

McMillan points out have important

including video data sets, that

government applications. “The

represent challenges experienced

government has huge data sets—

by government stakeholders.

images they need to classify and

The data set could be as large as

graphs they need to analyze,” says

hundreds of terabytes and could

McMillan. “Optimizing tasks like

have millions of features.

Optimizing tasks … can enable
government organizations to get
meaningful information from their data
in a timely and cost-effective way.”
— SCOTT McMILLAN, SEI EMERGING TECHNOLOGY CENTER
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Improving Cybersecurity and
Resilience at the United States
Postal Service (USPS)

RESEARCHERS
STEVE BECK, TED MARZ, JOHN ROBERT

Providing Time-Critical Software Analysis
In 2016, the SEI continued to

immediate problems.”

expand its capabilities and

Recent examples of ISA in use

offerings in what the Institute calls
“independent software analysis,”

In 2014, the United States

assessment and authorization,

or ISA. John Robert, a technical

Postal Service (USPS) experienced a

software development, incident

director in the SEI’s Software

cyber attack that compromised the

management, and policy

Solutions Division, explained how

personally identifiable information

development—and made

ISA works.

of more than 800,000 employees

recommendations based on

and over 2 million customers.

those assessments.”

The USPS recognized the need to

“To better train USPS CISO

urgently help programs gain insight

employees on cybersecurity,

into and address software issues,”

we teamed with USPS CISO

Robert said. “We’re able to apply our

management to create a new

experience and software expertise

training program called the CISO

to help Department of Defense

Academy,” said the SEI’s David

programs identify and resolve

improve, and it reached out to the
SEI to help bolster its cybersecurity
posture and operational resilience.
Its ultimate goal was to protect
the critical capabilities and assets
of USPS and enhance its ability
to continue business operations
under degraded conditions.

12-week curriculum, including

Office (CISO) to help develop

tracks for program managers and

and implement a cybersecurity

technical staff as well as courses

strategy that integrated numerous

delivered through the SEI CERT

recommendations into strategic

Division’s Simulation, Training,

improvement initiatives. The SEI’s

and Exercise Platform (STEPfwd)

Risk and Resilience research team

and the Federal Virtual Training

developed metrics, based on the

Environment (FedVTE).”

CERT Resilience Management

The SEI is seeking to continue

an essential element in executing
the strategy,” said David Tobar of
the CERT Division’s Cyber Risk
Management team. “SEI researchers
used the CERT-RMM to assess USPS
performance in important areas—

in assuring that its acquisition
satisfies architectural goals
and best practices. According
to the SEI’s Ted Marz, this
involved analyzing the software,
documentation, and architecture
of the proposed system and
providing recommendations to
assure its sustainability.

system by the U.S. Marine
Corps to help ensure that it
would integrate within a larger
system of interoperable systems.
According to the SEI’s Steve Beck,
the SEI “focused the Marines
on envisioning the desired end
state for the entire enterprise,”
noting that “no single system that
belongs to an enterprise should
be examined solely as an island.”

approach to cybersecurity
workforce development offers a

activities of the CERT-RMM are

Intelligence (ONI) assistance

addition of a new warehousing

project. “This groundbreaking

Corporate Information Security

progress. “The measurement

independent software analysis to

• providing the Office of Naval

at the enterprise level for the

Ulicne, technical lead on the

The SEI collaborated with the USPS

Model (CERT-RMM), to track USPS

“The SEI can provide time-critical

include

• applying a “wider objective lens”

research into cyber workforce
development by assisting and
measuring the impact of how other
organizations strengthen their
cybersecurity teams and culture.
To learn more about CERT-RMM,
visit cert.org/resilience/productsservices/cert-rmm.

including risk management, system

Photo: U.S. Navy
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RESEARCHERS
CHRIS MAY, JONATHAN FREDERICK

SEI STEM Initiative: High School Students
Get Crash Course in Cyber-Kinetic Tactical
Operations
Forward Operating Base Kyle

the island, which had succumbed

CERT Division’s Distributed Learning

exercise, we connected cyber and

“Our goal for these kinds of

buzzed with activity. Under a

to a well-coordinated band of

Center for a three-day program on

kinetic missions in real time.” May

events is to address a gap in teen

canopy of camouflage netting,

pirates. Task Force 44 had been

cyber techniques used in mission

explained that his team created the

education and help develop and

Combat Mission team 227 from the

deployed to the island to rescue a

support operations. The program

cyber component of the exercise

inspire the next generation of elite

U.S. National Cyber Mission Force

prominent journalist taken hostage

culminated in a rescue mission

using the SEI’s STEPfwd training

cybersecurity professionals,” said

worked to coordinate the efforts

by the pirates.

executed in a sophisticated training

environment. May’s team then

the SEI’s Jonathan Frederick, who

If some members of team 227

environment created by the SEI to

integrated a virtual kinetic battle

helped design the exercise.

of Task Force 44, a Navy SEAL
unit deployed to the small island
of Paraiso in the Indian Ocean.
Loudspeakers squawked with the
urgent chatter of the task force.
Monitors displayed real-time views
from SEAL body cams and the
surveillance drone hovering above

sometimes whooped with youthful
abandon, they could be forgiven.
They were, after all, local high

support Department of Defense

simulator produced by a third-party

training initiatives.

vendor. This integration resulted

“This is a first for us,” said Chris

school students from the Pittsburgh

May, technical director of the

region having a great time. The 75

CERT Division’s Cyber Workforce

students had gathered at the SEI

Development team. “In this

in a rich training environment that
extended from the cyber realm into
the realm of events taking place in
a simulated combat environment.

For more information on the work
of the SEI CERT Division’s Cyber
Workforce Development team and
the STEPfwd training environment,
visit cert.org/cyber-workforcedevelopment.

Our goal for these kinds of events is
to address a gap in teen education
and help develop and inspire the
next generation of elite cybersecurity
professionals.”
— JONATHAN FREDERICK, SEI CERT DIVISION
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RESEARCHER
WILL KLIEBER

Using Automated Code Repair to
Reduce DoD Software Vulnerabilities
Department of Defense (DoD)

patterns that can be used to

codebases contain billions of lines
of C code containing an unknown
number of errors. These errors

Building on this research, the SEI

can lead to security vulnerabilities.

CERT Division’s Secure Coding

Static code analysis tools can

team is developing source

help find errors, but these tools

code transformation tools that

are typically used late in the

automatically fix vulnerabilities

development process and generate

caused by violations of rules

a huge number of error warnings.

defined in the CERT Secure Coding

Even after excluding false positives,

Standards. These tools have the

the volume of actual coding

promise to identify and repair

errors can overwhelm developers.

errors much faster than the manual

Consequently, only a small

review of thousands of alerts, and

percentage of the vulnerabilities

do so at much lower cost.

identified are eliminated. But help
is on the way: recent work by the
SEI aims to make code repair at the
DoD much more manageable.
Research by the SEI’s Will Klieber
and the Secure Coding team has
revealed that many security-related
software bugs follow common

The code can then be

the number of rule violations that

defective program, test cases that

build configurations—way too

automatically repair code and

automatically repaired to satisfy

require manual inspection by

exercise a fault in the program,

many to analyze individually.

eliminate security vulnerabilities.

the inferred specification.

two orders of magnitude—from

and test cases that exercise

This situation requires a symbolic

Take the case of memory

thousands to tens.

normal program behavior. Genetic

approach. Most existing work on

allocation. Security bugs often

Secure Coding team members are

programming uses computational

static analysis considers only one

result when the allocation exhibits

engaging DoD Software Assurance

analogs of biological mutation

build configuration at a time; the

a pattern such as “p = malloc(n

Community of Practice members on

and crossover to generate new

Automated Code Repair team

* sizeof(T)),” where n is attacker

the project, and the SEI has engaged

program variants and to search

hopes to eventually develop a

controlled. If n is very large,

with the U. S. Army Communications-

for a variant that produces the

repair that works for all possible

integer overflow occurs, and too

Electronics Research, Development

desired result for all test cases.

build configurations.

little memory gets allocated. This

and Engineering Center (CERDEC)

Kästner has pioneered work on

Automated code repair promises

condition sets the stage for a

to provide feedback and technology

symbolically analyzing code under

to greatly reduce the number

buffer overflow. In this example,

transition. Specifically, in FY17, CERDEC

all possible build configurations

of vulnerabilities in a codebase,

the inferred specification is “Try to

will evaluate the integer-overflow

(combinations of compile-time

freeing the organization to focus

allocate enough memory to hold n

repair tool on DoD codebases.

options). Large projects often

on fixing the remaining coding

The SEI’s work on automated repair

objects of type T,” and the repair is

errors, developing secure code,

to insert code to check if overflow

Project members also collaborated

have tens or even hundreds of

is based on three premises:

compile-time options, and in the

and achieving the organization’s

1.

occurs and, when it does, to

worst case, the number of possible

software assurance goals.

build configurations grows

To learn more about this work, visit

2.

Many security bugs follow

3.

with Carnegie Mellon University
professors Claire Le Goues and

common patterns.

simulate malloc returning NULL.

By recognizing a pattern, the

The goal of the automated

a leading researcher in the use

code repair project is to enable

of genetic programming for

development teams to mitigate all

automated code repair. In this

unhandled violations by reducing

approach, there are three inputs: a

developer’s intention can be
inferred (the Secure Coding team
calls this inferred specification).

Christian Kästner. Le Goues is

exponentially with the number
of options. For example, a project
with 20 compile-time options

resources.sei.cmu.edu/library/assetview.cfm?assetID=474244.

might have a million possible

The goal of the automated code repair project is to enable
development teams to mitigate all unhandled violations
by reducing the number of rule violations that require
manual inspection by two orders of magnitude.
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TRANSITION

CMU LEADERSHIP

The SEI accelerates the impact of software and cybersecurity improvements by working to promote adoption of improved
capabilities by the defense industrial base and the wider software and cybersecurity communities. The SEI does this by
creating standards, prototypes and tools, technical guidance, and platforms for knowledge and skill acquisition.

STANDARDS
The SEI develops standards that
improve the software ecosystem
on which the Department
of Defense (DoD) relies. For
instance, the CERT Secure Coding
Initiative has been leading the
community development of secure
coding standards for common
programming languages. Many of
these proposed practices are in
use by major participants in the
supply chain for DoD softwarereliant systems, including Cisco
Systems and Oracle. The SEI has
also worked to integrate several
research technologies into the
Architecture Analysis and Design
Language standard, making it
extensible and semantically
well defined. Application of the
standard promotes the virtual
integration of system building and
testing activities—an approach
that supports DoD objectives of
achieving integrated warfighting
capabilities and delivering solutions
sooner to warfighters.

PROTOTYPES
SEI researchers develop software
prototypes that test proposed
solutions, like the smartphone
app developed in collaboration

The books in the SEI Series often

SEI researchers have demonstrated

form the basis for education

an eMONTAGE prototype at the U.S.

materials and training courses

Special Operations Command/Naval

offered by the SEI and others.

Postgraduate School (NPS) Tactical

The SEI offers classroom and

Network Testbed and at NPS’s Joint

eLearning courses in software

Interagency Field Exploration (JIFX).

acquisition, network security,

TOOLS
software tools, especially those

In 2012, the SEI introduced the

that address acute cybersecurity

CERT STEPfwd (Simulation,

needs. Fuzz testers and debuggers

Training, and Exercise Platform) to

developed by the SEI’s CERT

help cybersecurity practitioners

Division, for example, can position

and their teams continually build

military software engineers to meet

knowledge, skills, and experience.

requirements outlined in the 2013

In addition, SEI researchers

National Defense Authorization

collaborated with educators from

Act for software assurance testing.

around the United States to develop

Other SEI tools facilitate security

the first curriculum for software

analysis in large networks, enable

assurance, the Master of Software

analysts to rapidly query large sets

Assurance (MSwA).

of data traffic volumes, process
packet data into bidirectional flow
records, and simplify the building
of analysis environments.

TECHNICAL GUIDANCE,
WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT,
AND KNOWLEDGE SHARING
The SEI shares the progress and

devices enables warfighters to
mash data from multiple sources
and view the results on a unified

Farnam Jahanian
Provost, Carnegie Mellon University

SEI EXECUTIVE LEADERSHIP

The IEEE Computer Society
and Association for Computing
Machinery, as well as community
leaders in curriculum development,
formally recognized the MSwA
Reference Curriculum as suitable
for creating graduate programs or
tracks in software assurance.

host of media avenues, including
• technical reports, blog entries,
on its websites

software program for mobile

Subra Suresh
President, Carnegie Mellon University

results of its research through a

University Human–Computer

App Generator (eMONTAGE), this

software product lines, software
management, and other areas.

webinars, and podcasts available

Edge Mission-Oriented Tactical

insider threat, software architecture,

The SEI systematically builds

with the Carnegie Mellon
Interaction Institute. Called the

38

display—all without writing code.

• articles in prestigious professional
journals and publications geared
to practitioners
• books in the SEI Series in Software
Engineering published by
Addison-Wesley

Left to Right:
Edward Deets, Director, Software Solutions Division; John Bramer, Chief of Staff; Mary Catherine Ward, Chief Strategy Officer; Robert Behler,
Deputy Director and Chief Operating Officer; Paul D. Nielsen, Director and Chief Executive Officer; Peter Menniti, Chief Financial Officer;
Jeff Boleng, Chief Technology Officer (Acting); David Thompson, Chief Information Officer; Matthew Gaston, Director, Emerging Technology
Center
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ORGANIZATION

BOARD OF VISITORS
The SEI Board of Visitors advises the Carnegie Mellon University president and provost and the SEI director on SEI plans and
operations. The board monitors SEI activities, provides reports to the president and provost, and makes recommendations

SEI DIRECTOR’S OFFICE

for improvement.
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